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AB5TRACT

Standardisation of crane design procedures enables designers to develop their own crane automation software
for crane design applications. Since main effort and time for implementation of the crane design procedures are
generally spent for interpretation and explanation of the available crane design standards, a computer-automated
access to the available standards may improve speed, reliability and quality of the design procedures. Starting from
the fact that components of cranes are generally composed of similar mechanical and electrical sub-components
independent of the crane type, a general component tree of cranes is developed for automation purpose. Design
Modules of cranes are defined from the developed component tree of the cranes based on the available design
procedures. Independent Design Procedures are defined as atomic design modules of the crane design procedures
by considering computational approaches and rules in the "FE.M. Rules" for each crane component. The "FE.M.
rules" is selected for this purpose because of its widespread use and established popularity among the crane
manufacturers. Access to the "FE.M. Rules" from any design procedure is fully automated by using a systematic
approach.The system is implemented fully for Personal Computers. The software package is used for various crane
design cases.
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KREN TASARıMıNDAN F.E.M. KURALLARıNA BiLGiSAYAR DESTEKLi ERişiM
öz

Kren tasarım işlemlerinin standartlaştırılması ile, tasarım mühendislerinin kendilerine ait kren tasarımları için
tasarım otomasyon yazılımlarını geliştirmeleri mümkün olabilmektedir. Kren tasarım işlemlerinde en fazla emek ve
zaman varolan kren standartlarının. yorumu ve açıklamalarına harcanmakta olduğundan, varolan standartlara bilgi
sayardestekli otomasyon ile erişim, tasarım işlemlerinin hızını, güvenirliliğini, ve kalitesini arttıracağı düşünüımek

tedir. Bu çalışmada kren elemanlarının kren tipinden bağımsız olarak genel düzeyde benzer mekanik ve elektrik ele
manlardanoluştuğunu düşünerek, tasarım otomasyonu amacına yönelik olarak krenlerin tasarım ağacı geliştirilmiş

tir. Bu tasarımağacını ve bilinen tasarım işlemlerini kullanarak Tasarım Birimleri tanımlanmıştır. Her bir kren ele
manı için FE.M. kurallarında belirtilmiş olan hesaplama yöntemleri ve kurallar kullanılarak bölünemez düzeyde ta
sarım birimleri olarak belirlenen Bağımsız Tasarım İşlemleri tanımlanmıştır. Bu amaca yönelik olarak FE.M. Kural
larının seçilme nedeni, bu kuralların ülkemizde ve Avrupa ülkelerinde kren tasarımında yaygın ve zorunlu bir kural
lar zinciri olarak kullanılmakta olmasıdır. Sistematik herhangibir kren tasarım sürecinden FE.M. kurallarına erişim

tamamen otomasyona bağlanabilmektedir. Yazılım kişisel bilgisayarlara uygulanmıştır. Yazılım paketi değişik kren
tasarımı uygulamalarında kullanılmıştır.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cranes are industrial machines that are mainly
used for materials movements in construction sites, pro
duction halls, assembly lines, storage areas, power sta
tions and similar places. Their design features vary wi
dely according to their major operational specifications
such as: typeof motion of the crane structure, weight
and type of the load, location of the crane, geometric fe
atures, operating regimes and environmental conditi
ons. However, an appraisal of the available literature re
veals that procedural design of cranes are highly satura
ted and standardised in various industrial companies
and organisations independent of the crane type. Consi
deration of the available technology that is mainly ba
sed on the accumulated previous experience, is impor
tant for better performance, higher safety and more re
liable designs. it is well known that generic features of
crane components are similar for various different types
of cranes. Since the crane design procedures are highly
standardised with these components, main effort and ti
me spent in crane design projects are mostly for interp
retation and implementation of the available design
standards. Many international and/or national standards
and rules are available to guide the crane designers for
that purpose; e.g. BS 357 (Anon, 1965), AlSE Standard
No.6, (Anon, 1966), CMAA No.70 (Anon, 1971), JlS
B8801 (Anon, 1974), DIN-Taschenbuch 44 (Anon,
1979), "F.E.M. Rules" (Anon, 1987). They offer design
methods and empirical approaches and formıılae that
are based on previous design experiences and widely
accepted design procedures. it is believed that compu
ter automated access to these standards with pre-loaded
interpretation and guidance rules increase speed and re
liability of the design procedures and increase effici
ency of the crane designers.

2. STANDARDS IN CRANE DESIGN AND "F.E.M. RU·
LES lI

Modified static analysis of mechanical and structu
ral components was the only approach for crane design
before 1960s (Brainard, 1978). In this approach, the
main trend was to use allowable design stresses that are
calculated empirically by using safety factors based on
some previous experience. Crane components are de
signed accordingly assuming that theyare subjected to
heavy operational conditions. This approach led to un
necessarily large and expensive cranes and crane com
ponents. As the crane capacities increase and applicati
ons are varied, new design methods are developed for
the crane design. There are large number of published
studies on structural and component stresses, fatigue li
mits, automatic control, safety under static loading and
dynamic behaviour of cranes (Demokritov, 1974; Le-
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meur, Ritcher and Hesser, 1977; Buffington, 1985;
Rowswell and Packer, 1989; Reemsyder and Demo,
1978; Totten, 1985; Federov, 1985; Marchese and Rice,
1974; McCaffrey, 1985; Erofeev, 1975; Zaretskii, 1975;
Baker, 1971; Anon, 1978). Some of these studies are la
ter contributed significantly development of design ru
les and/or standards which are commonly used for cra
ne design in the current state of technology.

Among these standards related to the crane design,
AISE Standard No.6 (Anon, 1966) introduced a new
approach in crane design with consideration of fatigue
failure criteria in the design and analysis of mechanical
and structural components. it covers heavy duty, mill
type, overhead traveling cranes and all types of cranes
with special services such as charging, pit,stripper, lad
le, gantry cranes and ore bridges. The standard is revi
sed in 1970 to consider advancements in fatigue design,
service classifications varying with usage, and new ma
terials and manufacturing methods.

Structural design of trolley frames, bridge girders,
platforms and similar components are considered in the
first section. Design of mechanical components is the
subject of the second section. The third seetion includes
recommendations for selection of electrical devices.
CMAA No.70 (Anon, 1971) is another standard that es
tablished abasis for uniform quality and performance,
and introduced guidelines for a reliable procedure, in
formation for purchasers and users of cranes. it covers
top running bridge and gantry type cranes, multiple gir
der electric overhead traveling cranes except mill cra
nes of the type covered by the AlSE Standard No.6 spe
cification. The standard has seven sections as; General
specifications, Crane service classification, Structural
design, Mechanical design, Electrical equipment, Inqu
iry data sheet and Glossary.

BS 357 (Anon, 1965) is an old British standard
(First published in 1930, revised in 1958) related to cra
nes and excavators with minimum requirements for po
wer driven, rail-wheel mounted cranes. it states the ru
les and specifications to ensure reliability and safety
without replacing restrictions. BS 466 (Anon, 1984) is
another British standard that specifies requirements for
power driven overhead traveling cranes, semi-Goliath
and Goliath cranes for general use. it has six sections
including specification for structural, mechanical and
electrical components, protection and painting, testing,
marking and certification of cranes.

BS 2573 (Anon, 1983) also states rules for the de
sign of cranes for abasis of computing stresses in cra
ne structures (Part I) and mechanisms (Part II), and the
way in which permissible stresses in crane structures
are deterrnined in order to secure an economical and re-
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liable design. it specifies a dassification system that
enables the purchasers and the manufacturers to match
a particular crane to the required dutyand utilization.

JIS B8801 (Anon, 1974) gives recommendations
for design of electric overhead traveling cranes with ho
ok, mainly for use indoors of factories and electric po
wer stations. it specifies dimensions, loads, motor cha
racteristies and properties of crane components for high
speed, ordinary and low speed crane types.

DIN Norms are intemationally accepted standards
in industry. DIN-Taschenbuch 44 and 185 (Anon,
1995a, 1995b) are collection of standards related to the
crane design. DIN norms generally state standard valu
es of design parameters related to crane components
rather than the design procedures.

" EE.M. Rules" (Anon, 1987) is a collection of in
temationally accepted guidelines for crane design. See
tion i of the" EE.M. Rules", titled as "The Rules for the
Design of Hoisting Appliances", has eight booklets.
More information about the structure of the " EE.M.
Rules" will be given in the next section.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE liF. E. M. RULES"

" EE.M. Rules" is mainly a collection of rules (not
procedures) to guide the crane designers. Many require
mentsare implied within the" EE.M. Rules", but exp
licit and detailed statements towards established design
calculations are not available. This is very convenient
forcrane designers of different companies and instituti
ons,since each company has its own know-how and ex
perience to be implemented in their own crane design
technology. Overwhelming features of the" EE.M. Ru
les"are stated below:

- Extensive dassification of cranes and crane compo
nents for the purpose of design,

- Classification and identifieation of crane loads for
safe and reliable crane design,

- Strength and stability requirements to be satisfied
for various load (induding test loads) conditions,

- Informative for non-critieal crane components.

A schematic representation of structure of the "
EE.M. Rules" is given in Figure ı. The figure summa
rizesthe outline of the text of the EE.M. Rules from a
topical view. The" EE.M. Rules" starts with a dassifi
cationof cranes and their mechanisms/components and
continues with the discussion of loads and their identi
fication and related stress/deflection analysis. it also
includes criteria to decide on the extemalloads, to se
lectcrane components and to test the manufactured cra
nes.
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A comprehensive research is completed at METU
to analyse the "E E. M. Rules" systematically and de
velop a computer-automated medium to guide the cra
ne designers. Although most of the work has limited ac
cess (Ünsal, 1992; Erkan, 1993; Alper, 1994; Kesemen,
1997), some of the main achievements of the project are
already published partially (Ünsal and Erden, 1992;
Ünsal and Erden, 1993; Erden et aL., 1996). Partieular
emphasize in this project is given to develop a compu
ter automation of the "E E. M. Rules" to guide the cra
ne designers in industry.

4. COMPUTERS IN CRANE DESIGN

Computers are used mainly for two purposes in a
crane design process. The first is procedural program
ming that enables designers to make lengthy and tedi
ous calculations in a short time. This also indudes use
of CAD techniques and reduces the design time signifi
cantly. Another approach is the use of Artificial Intelli
gence techniques for expert system applications. Artifi
cial Intelligence techniques are used mainly in selection
and decision making stages of the design process.

It is believed that Design Automation by using Ar
tificial Intelligence techniques may result in significant
improvements on designers' productivity. Greater con
sistency of design, ability to explore more altematives
and integration of the design/analysis/documentation
processes are most significant advantages of the design
automation (Chryssolouris and Wright, 1986). There
are many design automation software packages and
many more expert systems developed for industrial
applications on various fields. (Korane, 1986; Fagan,
1987; Arora and Baenziger, 1986; Basu et aL., 1989;
Galbraith, AL-Najjar and Babu, 1988; Nau and Chang,
1983; Wysk et aL., 1980; Gupta, 1990; Miska, 1989;
Preiss, 1986; Chryssolouris and Wright, 1986; Sohleni
us and Kjellberg, 1986; Davies, 1986). Most of these
software packages are in the field of production engine
ering (Nau and Chang, 1983; Wysk et aL., 1980; Gupta,
1990; Miska, 1989; Preiss, 1986; Chryssolouris and
Wright, 1986; Sohlenius and Kjellberg, 1986; Davies,
1986). Number of expert systems which are used in ma
terial handling (Gray,1985, Furusaka and Gray, 1984;
Gray and Little, 1985; Zhang and Rice, 1989; Malm
borg et aL., 1987; Gabbert and Brown, 1989; Marsuo et
aL., 1989) is not very large and their scope is limited.
Among the few successful expert systems on this field,
an expert system is worth to mention which is used to
determine Tower crane locations in asite handling (Fu
rusaka and Gray, 1984; Gray and Little, 1985). This ex
pert system is written in PROLOG language and is ai
med to obtain least cranage cost by caıCulating the com
bined use of different cranes, such as truck crane, craw-
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ler crane, traveling base tower crane or fixed based to
wer crane. Some conclusions are reported from several
construction projects. Another interesting expert system
is proposed and developed for overhead traveling cra
nes as a special case of conceptual design of mechani
cal systems (Zhang and Rice, 1989). The software is de
veloped in LlSP language and detailed information is
not available in the literature. Further information is ne
eded for any evaluation. Another simple expert system
is developed in PROLOG for the selection of industrial
trucks Malmborg et al., 1987). it is mainly used for il
lustrative purposes and not much suitable for any in
dustrial application. No other expert system is known to
be published in the field of material handling.

5. COMPUTER AUTOMATED ACCESS TO THE "F.E.M.
RULES"

The first phase of this study is to computerise ac
cess to the " EE.M. Rules" through a crane design co
de. This is achieved by automated access to the ele
ments of the" EE.M. Rules" in a computer environ
ment. This software is called DES_CRA
NES/FEM_RULES and composed of two parallel-de
veloped software packages. One of them (FEM_RU
LES) is developed to enable crane designers to access
the "EE.M. Rules" in an automated environment (Ün
sal, 1992). The developed software is applied with an
automated design procedure (DES_CRANES) that is
developed for automation of the design procedures.
Another intermediate software (INDEPENDENT_DE
SIGN]RO) is later developed to cover a crane design
procedure completely "Alper (1994)". These software
packagesare developed and integrated such that related
recommendations, computational procedures and data
are transferred mutually during the runtime. The pri
mary aim is to guide the user along a design path with
full compatibility to a selected standard. Both of these
software packages are developed using C++ program
ming language for personal computers. Following be
nefits are expected from the development of a compu
ter-automated procedure for crane design:

i. Development of an established design procedure,

ii. Elimination of any misinterpretation of the standards
for crane design during limited design period,

iii. Elimination of absolute dependence on human experts,
henceinexperienceddesigners rnay beemployed in a
designproject,

iv. Accumulationof previous experience in a systernatic
mannerthat will lead to an intelligent design database.

Three alternative program structures for design au
tomation are developed, analyzed and tested in detail
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during this study. These alternatives are explained in the
following sections.

5.1. Direct Use of a Data File

Data and knowledge transfers between the two softwa
re modules are performed through a common DOS file
as it is illustrated in Figure 2. The file is a simple read
write text file and numerical data are associated with
some parameter names (Tabıe 1). Structura1 organizati
on of the file is such that read-write commands are di
rected to predefined locations depending on the calling
modules. Independent modules (child programs) of the
FEM_RULES software are called from the parent prog
ram that is the design software (DES_CRANES) in this
case. In this alternative basic input parameters for a mo
dule should be specified and written into the data file
whenever a specific module is called. This altemative
can be defined as a EE.M.-aided design. The design
software is dominant and it sets the procedure indepen
dent of the "EE.M. Rules". The integrated DES_CRA
NES/FEM_RULES software guides solely the designer
for input data. This alternative is simple and may be
considered as conventional approach. However, it has
an important disadvantage. The parent program can call

CRANE DESIGN

i Cr••• Du/g. Pr.g,.... i 1
t

i
COMMAN

ii DATAFILE
i

FEM RULES i
i ChUdProgr.... i

Input data for the F. E. M. Rules
Output from the F. E. M. Rules

Figure 2. Computer Automated Access to the "F. E. M. Rules"
By Direct Use of a Data File.

Table ı. Structure of Data Transfer Files.

Field Data Type Length
Name Character 30
Value Character 30
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DES_CRANES
Software

FEM_RULES
Software

Crane Design
Code

F. E. M. Rules

Crane Design
Software
Design

Procedure

CHILD PROGRAMS

ı::: CLASS.UNS i

Selection LGD

rogram YES
Code 1 ?

NO

Calculations ~...... 1......·_...

for code 1 ı

Procedure (2)
Procedure (3)

r-
i-
i--

Program
ode2

Calculations i
for code 2 t" ....__.

NO

,

ı--

DATA ~: Ii ~:.:?===========~~ iFILE !<ll
~ -

ı.--_._--, ".., _ _ " , , i

(Transfer File)

Input to the F. E. M. Rules
Output from the F. E. M. Rules

Figure 3. Computer Automated Access to the "F. E. M. RuIes" By Using Program Codes.

child programs as a whole. Therefore, if the designer
needs to caIl a smaIl design step solely in a child prog
ram, he/she cannot achieve this specific location di
rectly. In this case, all of the steps existing in the child
program need to be performed in sequence. This prob
lem can be overcome by a second alternative where the
number of accessible locations in the FEM_RULES
software is increased.

5.2. Automation with Program Codes

In the second altemative of automation, child programs,
of the FEM_RULES software are called from the de
sign software by special program codes (simple num
bers) as it is illustrated in Figure 3. Each module deter-

mines the sequence of procedure according to the prog
ram code. That is, either a specific calculation or a seri
es of necessary calculations are performed and results
are retumed back to the parent program. The sequence
of calculations is decided according to whether the re
quired input data are recorded in the data file or not.
The data file contains field names and associated nume
rical data only.

In this alternative, number of steps in the child
programs that can be reached from the design software
is increased. it is a EE.M.-aided procedure as it is in
the case of previous alternative, but the automation pro
cess is improved. This altemative requires an interme
diate switch program that controls data and code trans
fer. By using this altemative, it is possible to reach
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FEM_RULES Software DES_CRANES Software

F. E. M. Rules CRANE DESIGN

Design Procedure Any Modular
in the Standards Crane DesignProcedure

Classificalion ..........•
DESIGN-I.EXE

COMMON
~ Inputl ı

input 1 is required,
_........_._...•

DATALoads DESIGNc2.EXE

Inpul2 is required ~ Input2 i
FILE

Input to the F. E. M. Rules
..... H .... ................~ ..,..................... Output from the F. E. M. Rules

Figure 4. Computer Automated Access to the "F. E. M. Rules" by Using Design Modules.
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every function located in different executable modules
of the FEM_RULES software.

5.3. Use of Design Modules

Another alternative of design automation is developed
and studied for industrial applications. In this altemati
ve FEM_RULES software is used as the core and the
design software is established around it as it is illustra
tedin Figure 4. In this case, independent modules of the
FEM_RULES software are executed in sequence. Whe
never a parameter is required to be provided manually
in the modules, the user/designer can either enter it
from the keyboard or run his/her own program to obta
in the result, Then he/she imports and uses the data so
generated in the calculations of the "EE.M. Rules".
Therefore, the design procedure is developed around
the FEM_RULES software. In this case the automation
process and use of the "EE.M. Rules" are integrated in
single software. This method is a FEM-based procedu
re and it may not be suitable for those designers who
preferto use the "EE.M. Rules" as guidance only.

The above mentioned altematives are implemented
initially for design of hoisting mechanisms for experi
mentation and their relative performances are studied
thoroughly by considering advantages and limitations
fromdesigners' point of view. The second alternative is
decided for further development of a computer automa
ted design procedure with the "EE.M. Rules". One of

the primary objectives that was considered at this stage
was that the developed software should be modular
such that any modification in the design methods could
be easily implemented. The number of procedures
and/or their sequence can be changed easily by means
of the automation with program codes. In this alternati
ve, "EE.M. Rules" is used as an auxiliary design tool
for the parent program and this was another significant
objective of the study. Program flow for the automation
process with program codes in its developed form is
shown in Figure 5.

6. AUTOMATION OF THE CRANE DESIGN PROCEDURE

Processes and methods used in crane design are
subjected to significant changes after the recent deve
lopments in mechanical engineering and computer
technology. However it is clear that the crane mecha
nisms (Hoisting, Locomotion and others) are composed
of similar mechanical and electrical components, which
are independent of the crane type when crane design
procedures in practice and crane mechanisms are exa
mined closely. Starting from this fact, an overall com
ponent tree of cranes is developed to illustrate the use
of similar mechanical and electrical components in cra
ne mechanisms of different types (Figure 6). Although
the mechanical and electrical components of different
mechanisms are varying in type, size, and mechanical
and electrical properties, all of these components are
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Figure 5. Final Implementation of Computer Automated Access to the "F. E. M. Rules".

Figure 6. Component Tree of Cranes,
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Table 2. List of the Independent Design Procedures.

No Name of loP-'" ..-

i 1 Design/Selection of LoadGripper Device

h-" RopeSelection
i

3 DesignlSelection of Drum/Pulley

Shaft Design
..._-_._----_...-

4

5 DesignlSeJection of Brakes/Couplings

6 Electrie MotorSelection

7 Gear/Gearbox Design

8 BearingSeleetion

9 Designof TrolleySlrueture
.._-_._---

10 Rail WheelDesign

11 Designof GirderStructure

12 Selection of Rails
. ----.__._----_..-

13 Designof FrameStructure

14 Selection of Electrical Equi"pment .-..---._.-

15 Designfor StabiUty and Safety

16 Implementation of the Safety Rules

17 TestLoads and Tolerances

designed by using similar computational procedures
andrules. All subsystems of a crane (as an engineering
system) are assemblies of these components; hence de
signprocedures of crane mechanisms show close simi
larities. These mechanical and electrical components,
which have well identified design procedures, are cal
led "Design Modules" of cranes.

Main design modules of cranes are determined
from the available design procedures and component
treeof cranes as theyare listed in the lower row in Fi
gure 6. Design modules are so identified that an "Inde
pendent Design Procedure" is defined clearly for each
of the design modules. Collection of the developed "In
dependent Design Procedures" (IDP) covers any crane
design procedure completely, for both design calculati
onand/or selection of the design modules. The IDPs are
listed in Table 2. The listed independent design proce
dures are collected in another software package, which
is called INDEPENDENT_DESIGN_PRO. The INDE
PENDENT_DESIGN]RO is an intermediate code
thatprovides access to the FEM_RULES software from
a user developed crane design program through
DES_CRANES.

The basic engineering design logic of the indepen
dentdesign procedures is summarised in Table 3. The
independent design procedures for the design modules
of cranes are listed in the first row of Table 3 and mo
dules of FEM_RULES software are listed in the first
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column of Table 3. Numbers in the columns of the tab
le indicate the order of execution of FEM_RULES soft
ware modules with respect to the independent design
procedure of each design module of the corresponding
column. However order of execution of the FEM_RU
LES software modules is not completely identical for
every application, because order of execution also de
pends on the recorded data in the transfer data file.
Transfer data file is a text file (an open whiteboard)
which provides data transfer between the user develo
ped crane design code, the computer automated
access software DES_CRANES/FEM_RULES, and
INDEPENDENT_DESIGN_PRO. if the output of
FEM_RULES software module was recorded previ
ously in the data transfer file, that module is skipped
during the execution. The data may be recorded manu
alıyorfrom any of the software package. This feature
enables designers to use their own preferred parameter
values in their design.

6.1. Integration of the Software Modules: The INDE
PENDENT_DESIGN_PRO software that is operating
with the DES_CRANES/FEM_RULES software by
using the concept of independent design procedures is
connected to a user developed crane design software.
The INDEPENDENT_DESIGN_PRO software
has a menu of independent design procedures.
During the crane design code execution,
INDEPENDENT_DESIGN]RO software is called by
pressing a key, whenever it is required to access
the "F.E.M. Rules". From the menu of
INDEPENDENT_DESIGN]RO related independent
design procedure is selected. The selected independent
design procedure reads data in the board and then deter
mines priority of execution of FEM_RULES software
modules. If there is more input data required for the
execution of DES_CRANES/FEM_RULES software
modules, theyare asked to input from the keyboard and
all of the input values are recorded into the transfer da
ta file for further calculations. Results are also recorded
into the transfer data file. These input values and results
can be used in the crane design code with the same va
riable names. A schematic representation of integration
of software packages is illustrated in Figure 7 and a ge
neral structural view of all of the software packages is
given in Figure 8.

7. APPLlCATION CASE STUDIES

The presented work is applied on several crane
types, but more emphasize is given on the design of
overhead travelling cranes (OTC). Since description of



Table 3. Engineering Design Logic of the Independent Design Procedures.

FEM Independent DesIgn 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17Procedures (From Table 2)
.Applicationgroup 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

ClassfficaOOn
Mechanismgroup 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9(Determination of-)
Componentgroup 12 12 12 12 12

Loadcalcutatlons
Loads in structures 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Loadingcases 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Steel qualitygroup 5 5 5 5 5
Check for elastie lImit 6 6 6 e 6

Stressesin structures
Check for crippling 1 1 7 7 7and mechanisms
Check for buckling 8 8 8 8 8
Check for deformation 9 9 9 9 9
Check for ultlmatestrength 10 10 10 10 10

Check for fatigue Check for fatlgue 11 11 11 11 11
Check for wear 13 13 13 13 13
Baerings 1
Ropes 4 4

Designand selectionof PulleyslOrums 5mechanismcomponents .0

Railwheels 5
Gears 1
Powersupply 1
Cabtesand corı<!uctors 2
Protectlv& arı<! safetyequipment 3-End limit switches 4

Eleetricalequipment
Controls 5
Environment , 6
Motor selection 5 7
Load lifting means 1 10
Checks and. maintanence 11

o"

AUXiliary electricalequipment 12

Stabllltyand safety
Stabllity 1
8afety againstwind 2
Marking andplates 1
Constructionrequirements 2

8afety rules
Mechanicaldevlces 2 5 6 1 3
Hydreulicequlpmenl 4
Safety devices ! 5
Ageıng appliance 6

Test Ioadsand tolerences
Tesıs 1
Tolerancesof cranes 2·'-1
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INDEPENDENT_
DESIGN_PRO

User Developed

CRANE DESIGN
SOFTWARE

Computer Automated Software Packages
lntegrated
DES_CRANES &
FEM_RULES

........ ,..._.-._._ ....._....... "'!

DESIGN
ELEMENT 1

DESIGN
ELEMENT 2

DESIGN
ELEMENT 3

DESIGN
ELEMENTN :

.... _.... _._ .... _._, ..... :.......i

.- _. -'-'" ._ ' ~. -'..,, .
,

IDP 1

IDP2

IDP3

IDP 17 !
i

:. _ - -.". - !

MODULE 1

MODULE2

MODULE3

! i MODULE XXX i
_ - _ .

User DetermlOed Relations are given in Table 2 and
automated In the Integrated Software

Figure 7. Integration of the Software Packages.

USER (::) i
-+.... ,

DES_CRANES ~ INDEPENDENT_ .. DESIGN
& DESIGN ... BOARD- .,

FEM_RULES ~ PRO
Design ~~

• Procedures

.................................................. ,..

..................................................,.
CRANE DESIGN.................................................. ....

SOFTWARETRANSFER .,

FILES (User Developed)
...

Figure 8. General Structure of the Software Packages.

the üTC design procedure is much longer then this pa
per, only the main steps will be given here. Steps of the
automated design procedure are simply illustrated
in Figure 9. The automated software
(DES_CRANES/üTC_DESIGN) fol1ows this procedu-

re (Kesemen, 1997). The structure of the software is si
milar to the traditiona! sequentia! programming appro
aches. The relationship of the üTC_DESIGN and the
FEM_RULES software packages, and the user interfa
ces are given in Figure 10. The software module as it is
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Figure 10. General Structure of the Automated Design
Software.

USER

DES CRANES/
FEM_RULES

DES_CRANES/
üTC_DESIGN l'

-..-------.- ..----., r"?""" "---ı

Design f---.ı Design i
Procedure :'-·~·_--····'··-l Board i

r---~~~'-:::~--H i iı--i

L
s ofhvare ;~.~.~.,.; ı

i 1/;::-"->1 So';::'.re iıti-----------' ------ o. --T"-- ,,"

i i : i i
i i iL',:
L:=~L~::erjL.:::."J

Trolley:

Bridge:

Hoisting Mechanism :

• Determination of the load gripping device
• Determination of the rope-pulley configuration
• Selection of the rope lype
• Determina!ion of the rope diameter
• Determination of the pulley and drum dimensions
• Design of the power transmission uni!
• Selection of the motor

• Design of the !rolley s!ructure
• Selection of the wheel and raii
• Design of the power transmission unit
• Selection of the motor
• Desig n of buffers

• Design of the girder structure
• Selection of the wheel and rail
• Design of the power transmission unit
• Selection bf the motor
• Design of buffers

Frame:

• Design of structural components

Electrical Equipmenl:

• Selection and design of electrical equipment

Safely:

Table 4. Input Data of the Application.

lnput name Data
Caoacıtv 16000 ko

,-~oisting height 16 m
Bridge span 20m
Longitudinal travel distance - 25m
~~naspeed O.OB m/s
~~rsespeed 0.7 mis
~gitudinal speed 1.2 mis

Number of expected years 25 vears
Working davs in a year 300
Averaoe hoistinqcvcles per day 54
Avearge duration of a hoistlnu cvcle BOO s

• Checks
• Tests

Figure 9. Sample Design Procedure of an Overhead l'ravelling
Crarıe,

shown as " "... " software" is any user selected auxiliary
software for particular application. The design board is
the user inteıface where all the input and output data are
displayed. Transfer files are simple text files similar to
the file as it was previously illustrated in the Table i. A
sample input screen view is given in Figure lL. Sample
input data for an OTC design are given in Table 4. Few
more intermediate data need to be input during the de
sign. Output of the automated software is given in Figu
re 12. The design is completed in a few minutes witho
ut any error or missing component.

8. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Cranes vary widely in configuration, capacity, mo
de of operation, intensity of use, working environment
and cost. The variety of forms, operating conditions,
environmental factors make the design of cranes chal
lenging. Usually a new design need arises when exis-

ting cranes do not meet the requirements for a new app
Iication. However, in most of the cases the required
knowledge on configuration and structure of a crane
can be obtained from previously accumulated technical
information. The technical information is generally
standardized. Besides that, the available crane compo
nents are also well standardized all over the world and
suitable for computer automated design procedures.
Since crane design procedures are highly standardized,
main effort and time spent in crane design procedures
are for the interpretation and use of the design stan
dards. As a result of these facts, a computer-automated
access to the available standards is required for the
completeness and effieiency of any design automation
for crane design.

A new computer automated access approach to the
"F. E. M. Rules" by considering the design modules of
a crane is developed in this work. For that purpose,
mechanism and component tree of the cranes and de
sign procedures of each design module are developed.
DES_CRANES/FEM_RULES software which includes
the rules and calculation procedures of the "F E. M. Ru
les" in a modular structııre and the INDEPEN
DENT_DESIGN_PRO software which consists of in-
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Figure 11. Screen Shot of the Input Menu.
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dependent design procedures prepared for each design
.moduleof a crane, are designed and developed to integ-

ra.te with any crane design procedure for rapid, accura,
,~e and flexible computer automated access to the
""E E. M. Rules". The developed system provides a
structured and compact tool, which combines any user

"developed crane design procedure with the "EE.M. Ru
les".

In this study the software does not only perform
ıthe computations but it also guides the user/designer in
\,a predefined design pattem. Moreover, decisions are
made by the software and seldom left to the user/desig
ner. The calculated data and related recommendations

.'given in the "EE.M. Rules" are imported automatically
to the design software. Therefore, the user/designer do-

~,es not need to spend much time to implement the
.:'EE.M. Rules". Experiments with the developed soft
ware paekage showed that the guidance function of the
software is one of the most signifieant features. The de
veloped software has another important advantage that

.probable misinterpretations, which may occur in the de
signproeedure during limited design period, are elimi
nated or reduced significantly.

Modular strueture of the software provides additi
onof any design proeedure to the available erane design
software. In addition, automation of the "EE.M. Rules"

ean be replaeed by the automation of other standards. It
is also possible to extend the software to cover several
design standards in the same program. By this way, al
ternative solutions for a design problem ean be compa
red and the best one can be selected by interacting with
the user/designer.

The developed software can also be used by user
oriented data, which may be added into the related data
files manually by means of open-ended data strueture of
the data files, and hence previous knowledge aecumula
tion or some company oriented preferences will offer
more alternatives to the user/designer.

In general, some of the main benefits of the auto
mated design include the following:

ı. Greater consistency of design; this makes manufac
turing and field service easier.

ii. Ability to explore more alternatives; because design
can be created in a shorter time, it allows designers
to study more alternatives.

iii. Retention of design expertise; Movements of engi
neering personnel can eause difficulties for engine
ering organizations. Automating the design proeess
ean eapture and document this design expertise.
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DES_CRANliSIOTC_OESION

Deııill" R.epoıı

BasicDala

\l$ttnanıe :bakankosemerı
appIication name :CLLSO-I
!osdıypc :UııitLoad

Ioadsbape :Variable Sbape
!osdpJıysiçaI propeılios :notdefined
loadiııı cap&Gi1y :\6000 kg
hoislinghoight :16 ın

bridge span :20 m
longitudiııal tnıVCı di.taııcc :2Sm
hoi9linlı •peed :.oaml.
tranSVCJSC ııpced :.7mJs
longitudiııal speed :1.2 ml.
IlJlIllicaıiOlllo<:ation :Indoor
spccial condilions :noı defiııed

GroupClassifi""tions

AGofcıaııe :6
MOo(haislingınechanism :&
MGof!rolleymeı:lıanism :7
MGof giıder mcchanism :6

HoiSling McehaniSlll

Load Griııı>ingl>$vice :hook
Rope-Pulley Coııficuration :Four RopeConfısuıation
RopeOiameıer :21.587 mm
Miıı. Broakiıııı Load of Ropo :221230N
-Dnıııı Diametcr :539.67..utl
PuUey Diıımetcı: :604.44mm
Compematiııs PULIeY Diameler :388.S7mm
Mnxiıııııııı :J'orqııe :S0.081 Nın

'Maıdmuml'<ıwer :4.72kW
S1lU1iıııl <:lass :360
CylicOınlion Faclor :60%

Trolley.

rr • Belırin& Sıırlilce of Rail :Flat
Tr • Useful RaUWidth :37mm
r-. Nwnber ofWhccI. :4
Tr • Nominııl Wheel Diamcter :249.52mın

Tr· MeanAılçelerıırion Torque :67.376Nm
Tr • Starting Class :300
Tr • ey.liG Duration Fıclor :$0%

arid&c

Br. Beııring Surf.ı<:e ofRail :Flat
Br • Uııel\ı\ Ran Width :S9mm
Br· Nıuııber ofWlı.-els :4
Br· Nomin.ıWheel Diameter :326.3\ mm
Br • MeanMaelernlion Torque :214.45Nın
Br • Slanmg Class :240
Br • CyclicDuration Factor :40~

Control

ControlType :CabControl

Figure 12. Design Report of the Case Study as the Output of
the Software.
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